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Estimates on Building Values and

Building Losses.

Construction.

Buildings in New York City are classified by the Building

Department as follows: Fireproof, non-fireproof and frame.

FntEPROOF Buildings.

Fireproof buildings or structures are those which are OMi-

structed throughout of materials that will resist the action of

fire, and which have walls built of masonry or reinforced con-

crete; columns and beams of iron or steel; floor filling, either

of terra cotta arches or concrete.

When a building exceeds a height of 150 feet, all exterior

window frames and sash are required to be of metal, or of wood

covered with metal.

When the height of building does not exceed 150 feet, Ae

doors, window frames, trim, casings and other interior finish,

when filled solid at the back with fireproof material, may be of

wood. No wood«i doors or windows are allowed in any build-

ing exceeding the height of 150 feet.

The Law requires that every building hereafter erected shall

be a fireproof building, as follows: Every public building over

20 feet high, in which persons are harbored to receive medical,

charitable or other care or treatment, or in which persons are

held or detained under legal restraint ;
every other public building

over 40 feet higji or exceeding 5,000 square feet in area ;
every

residence building, except tenements, over 40 feet in height

and having more than 15 sleeping rooms; every tenement house

exceeding six stpries or parts of stories as provided in the Tene-

meat House Law ; every residence building having more than 15

sleeping rooms and exceeding 2,500 square feet in area, unless

divided by interior partition walls of approved masonry or rein-

forced concrete into sections of less than 2,500 square feet area

;

every other residence building over 75 feet in height; every

building over four stories in height used as a factory as defined
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in tf>e Labor Law ; and every building or structure within the fire

limits or the surburban limits used as a grain elevator or a coal

pocket

NoN«FiB£P800F Buildings.

N<m-fireproaf buildii^ or structures are those which do not

conform to the requirements for fireproof buildings or structures,

but which are enclosed with walls of approved masonry or re-

inforced concrete*

F^tAME Buildings.

Frame buildings or structures are tibose of wliioh the exterior

walls or any parts thereof are of wood, or which do not conform

to the requirements for fireproof or non-fireproof buildings.

There are two distinct methods of framing a building; one

with plate tenoned into tiie post and piniued, and kiu>wn as the

' brace construction," the other, what has become known as "bal-

loon construction/'

Throt^hout tihe country most frame buildings are of balloon

construction, and I bdieve that laws sbotdd be passed requiring

that in every case of balloon construction, fire stops be put in at

each tier of beams, as this would, to a great extent, prevent the

Spreading of fire. Experience shows that, without this precau-

ticm» when a fire extends to 1^ space between the studs, it will

either run to the top of the space, and there mushroom ; or drop

to the bottom of the space and work its way upward, spreading

laterally as it goes ; or it may do both.

In New York City within the fire limits, frame buildings are

prohibited. Outside the fire limits, and throughout the suburban

districts, most of the buildings are frame.

Plans And Sfscivications.

Before erection, construction or alteration of any building is

commenced, the owner or lessee or agent in connection with the

proposed construction or alteration, or the architect or builder,

shall submit to the Superintradent of Buildings a detailed state-

ment in triplicate of the specificaticHis on appropriate blanks to

be furni&hed to applicants by the Bureau of Buildings, and a full

and complete copy of the plans of such proposed work, and such

structural detail drawings of said proposed work as^ Superm--

tendent of Buildings may require.

In New York City and most of the other cities of our State
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are BuiMing Departoaents whose (^Steers go thoroughly over plans

of buildings. Here the Building Department is un<ter the head

of a Superintendent with a corps of engineers who thoroughly

inspect the plans and pass i^n them, before a permit is given.

The Building Departmait is a great help to the builders of

New York and also to the Insurance Companies. In case of a

building damaged by fire, where it is impossible to get plans of

construction, plans may be seen at the Building Department with-

out privily of removal and ^hty will be found to be axni^die.

Of the small communities, the majority at present »have no

Building Departments and the people are allowed to build almost

as they see fit

Value Of Buildings.

The building contractor and estimator engaged in computing

the costs of our modem buildings must eliminate the item of

guesswork from the estimates as far as possiUe. This is not

an easy matter, as building construction methods can hardly be

reduced to the scientific basis of factories and shops, with their

fixed surroundings and control of weather vagaries. When the

many unforeseen conditkms entering into the cost of nKxtera

buildings are taken into consideration this is readily seen

—

weather, rain, snow, cold, etc., all capable of causing inestimable

damage and expense.

In arriving at tfie value of a building, it is abscJutely neces-

sary that we obtain a>rrect measurements of ground space and

the height of each story.

In fireproof buildings obtain the correct length, size and

weight of iron odumns, fibers, beams and how cons&ucted, and

the ornamental iron work including stairs. Mason Wofk—obtain
the measurement and thickness of walls, and of what materials,

noting particularly the stone work or terra cotta trimmings; the

floor an^, tfaar construction, thickness, and of what malerials.

Partitions—^their thickness, also thickness of cinder fill to level

arches and between sleepers. Plastering—number of yards, cor-

nices and other mouldings, if any. Tiling—^the square feet of

fioormg and walls. Roofing—the numba- of square feet and of

what material. Cornices—^if of stone, terra cotta, coM>er or gal-

vanized iron. Skylight—whether copper, iron or galvanized iron

and how glazed. Catpoiter Work—bucks, sleepers, underfloor-

ing, finidied floors, doors, windows, and odier sundries, each in

detail. Pltunbing—sewer, upright lines, fixtures, of what de-
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scription and make, their connectioiis, etc. Heating—^note par-

ticular make of boiler, piping, radiators, and their connections,

including the finishing of same. Electric Li^^t Wiring—number

of outlets, switehes, feed lines and cut-out boxes, being very par-

ticular about the fixtures. Painting and decorating. Fireproof

doors and windows. Elevator, Bell Wiring and any other svm-

dries that go to make up a building.

After obtaining correct quantities in all the varioos items,

wlwdi go to make up a building, place correct price on same

taking into consideration the increase of cost of materials at the

p*resent day. This cost is fluctuating. Wood materials, such as

beams, flooring and studding have increased in tibree motiths, ten

per cent. Iron Work has increased in cost, thirty dollars per

ton. Copper has doubled in price. Metal lath in plastering has

increased six caits a yard. Cement has increased twenty-iive

cents a bag. Materials for makii^f paint have increased fifty pet

cent., and in some cases one hundred per cent. ;
but, taking it in

all, the increase on materials has been an average of fifteen per

cent

Labor this season has seen a great deal of unrest in 1^
Building Trades. We have just succeeded in establishing a rate

of $5.50 per day for our carpenters, an increase of ten per cent

Painters have incr^sed ten per cent, and wages for unskilled

laborers have increased about fifteen per cait, so in all there is a

general increase or an average on cost of nmterials and labor of

ten per cent.

Non-fireproof buildings and frame buildings should be esti-

mated <m in the same careful manner, taking oS each item in

detail.

In making all of these estimates, it is absolutely necessary

that the correct quantity should be estabUshed, distinctly noting

tile class of materials and seeing that the correct prices are put

on each of the items. After figuring the building out in detiul,

every builder who goes into the work carefully should establish

a sound value by cubic feet for the class of building, the details

of whidh he has been making.

In estimating for Insurance G>mpanies, many builders, with

their vast experience in establishing values, can very readily,

sometimes by looking at a building, and at others by taking the

ground ^[mce occu^ed and Ac height, give the valuatiim of a

building in a very shctft time. These cubic foot estimates by ex-

perienced builders will come near enough in most cases for esti-
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mating th$ soimd value of a building, unless the difference in the

valuation and the amount of insurance carried should Bppear to

be very far apart. In such case a detailed figure should be made.

In the cases of Churches and Public Buildings, it is almost

impossible to arrive at satisfactory results by following the cubic

foot method, ^d tihe only reliable way will be to estimate ^
values in detail.

Most of the large estates around New York and the large

manufacturing plants throughout the east have valuations put on

their pLmts so that the correct amount of insurance is established.

l^e hardest problem I find in making valuaticms of buildings

is presented by some of our large corporations, who, not with

reference to insurance, but to leaseholds, want the original cost,

the visible dq>reciation and tbra a percmtage of defM-ectation to

the building because of the neighborhood in ivhidh said building

is situated.

A large number of buildings were, a few years ago, in first-

dass sections, but today the neig^iborhoods have changed smd in

many cases have depreciated so much that the buildings and lands

are not worth the original cost of the buildings alone. As a rule

agreements in such cases are satisfactorily achieved, but not with-

ottt radical readjustmente of value, inv^ving not bulduigs

but^ lots on iwhich tiiey stand.

During the last few years a great number of our neighbor-

hoods have changed so rapidly that buildings have beccMne vacant,

not oa account of any lack of condition, but because newer build*

ings have been put up in new locations which attract Ae occu-

pants. A great deal of this property has deteriorated in value and

for the time being the question is a very hard one to solve. But

the only thing that I as a builder can do is to establish the value

at the cost of materials and labor subject to a depreciation for

wear and tear only.

In establishing the values of buildings it is absolutely neces-

sary that a builder of experience be engaged.

My office has, for several years, been establi^ng sound

values on a large number of buildings belonging to various estates

in New York, on docks and buildings, shipyards and large mer-

cantile establishments, throughout the east. Last year our work

in this line was particularly heavy, and this notwithstanding that

for several years back, the Exchange has not accepted these esti-

mates for the simple reason that too many irresponsible builders

were making figures <m cost of buildings, and whose figures were
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simply made to suit the request of person asking for Aem, instead

of being absolutely fair and unbiased.

In appraising after loss a large number of these unfair valu-

ations have come to my attention. Today, an owner who is ask-

ing for an estimate of sound value of building does not try to

influence his builder on cost, unless it is after a fire has occurred.

Loss Estimates.

In making an estimate of loss or damage to building by fire

or water the first requirement of a builder, in my estimation, is

Ibat he should be absolutely fair to the Company and the insured

alike. In my twenty-five years of doing work for the Insurance

Companies I have yet to find a Company who ever asked me to

be unfair ; in fact, I have been told by a number of the Companies'

representatives to pay 101 cents on the doUar rather than 99 cents.

The making of estimates of loss to buildings has been somewhat

revolutionized during the last few years. In former years all

that was necessary for a builder to do was to submit a lump

figure as his estimate. This, today, will only do for a telephone

call to let Company know approximately extent of loss, but most

Companies and the Loss Committee now insist on details. I,

mysdf, soxat years ago was opposed to giving details ; but, upon

takuig the matter up with several of the adjusters of the Com-

panies and talking same over in a sensible maaxMX, I decided for

our firm that we would do so.

Some of my c<Mnpetitors said sour things about me and stated

it was giving too much information, but after several years trial,

I do not seem to have lost any business by so domg. I am a firm

believer that small losses should be adjusted by the adjuster of

a Company without sending for a builder, unless in case of a

differ^ce.

A builder may, wilh sufficient accuracy, estimate the loss

cn a building without giving any details whatever in his written

estimate and if the accuracy of .the estimate is challenged he may

be able to sustatn it when it comes to discuss the amount of the

loss with the insured or tiie insured's builder, or bolh. If such

conversation developes the fact that he has under-estimated on

some items, it is very likely to develop that he has over-estimated

on others ; but, as he has ghren nothing more than his estimate

cf the cost of the entire bss, nobody will be the wiser.

On the other hand, with the estimate given in detail, (usually

in dupUcate) to the adjuster, one of two things is likely to hap-

pen : either the adjuster before giving infonnatkm as to tiie de-

tails to the insured or his representative will detach the sum set

opposite the details of the work and give out only the latter; or

he may, in disregard of the builder's wishes, give out a copy of

the details, including not only items of work to be done but the

amounts to be charged therefor. In either event the insured can

easily check the details against the apparent damages and either

call attention to omissions or to errors in estimating the cost of

the items of work. With tiiis prospect before him, the builds,

with a reputation as competent m his line and desiring to retain

it undiminished, will necessarily take more time and use cxtea

care in order that his figures may be as nearly right as possible,

not merely in the aggr^«ate, but in detail as weU.

The giving of an estimate in sudi full detail as has for some

years been my practice necessarily increases the cost, not only be-

cause of the greater expense of transcribing the report, but also

because of the greater care required to secure accuracy.

The extra cost involved is, however, a good mvei^aiait for

the Companies—in the long run surely. Often-times owners are

misled by the builders whose estimates they, in good faith, have

asked. Many a builder so emf4oyed reasons that he owes no

obligation to the Insurance Company to avoid overchai^e and that

if his estimate is too high the man who employs him cannot

suffer, and that if the owner succeeds in obtaining an unneces-

sarily liberal allowance from the Insurance Company, he (the

builder) will reap the benefit by being able to obtain the contract

at a higher figure than the owner could afford to make to him if,

when the estimate was asked for in the first place, it had been

with knowledge that the cost would have to be met out of the

owner's own bank account rather than that of the insuiaace

Company.

A detailed estimate such as I -have described will often-times

be the means of convincing the owner that the estimate obtained

by him was for an unjustifiably large amount The honest in-

sured, in such a case, frequently insists upon full correction of

the estimate obtained by him, or disregards it entirely, obtaining

another from another buikkr, who, with proper instructions, may

bring in an estimate neariy or wludly in accmd with that obtamed

by the Insurance Company. Even where the owner cannot re*

lieve himself, in whole or in part, of responsibility for the infla-

tion of the estimate presented by him, the possession by the Com-
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pany s adjuster of the details will often enable him, without

trouble, to demcmstrate the falsity of the estimate t^t has been

presented to him.

No adjuster should ever take a final stand on the strength

of a building estimate without first submitting to the insured

details of the wofk vAnch the Company's builder has estimated on*

except in tiie case of some of the small losses. No builder can

be sure that be has seen and estimated upon every item of dam-

age to the building until the owner has approved this portion of

his work. He may have <miitted to estimate upon some item of

value known to the owner or to the owner's representative to have

been destroyed, the existence of which may not even be faintly

suggested by the condition of the building when the builder visits

it alone, for the purpose of drawing up his statement of work to

be done. To cite familiar instances : A closet, a partition, a door,

a skylight or special decorations may all have been absolutely

destroyed by fire with nothing to suggest their previous existence

to any <»e not tiioroughly familiar witii the building immediately

before its damage or destruction by fire, and in such a case before

the adjuster can properly say what he will or will not pay, he

should submit to the insured for approval or correcti<m the details

ct his builder's >esttmate.

Often-times the correctkms claimed are in excess of tiiose

warranted, not always because of the insured's desire to be paid

tor that which he did not lose, but because of faulty recollection

or incomplete knowledge. For tfais and other reasons it is often

advisaUe ^at in cases of difference as to the amount of work
to be done the parties should meet at the building and discuss

the corrections claimed. The parties to the conference, at the

place of the fire, should include tibe adjuster, ^e builder vnho has

estimated for him, the insured, or his authorized representative

(preferably the former) and the builder on whose expert know-

ledge and advice the insured is relying.

In msddng estimates of small losses tibe builder sbould be

thoroughly qualified to make all the figures, and know extent of

fire damage himself, without any sub-contractor. In large losses

we have made it a rul^ for years, in my office, to figure off every

item of loss in the variotts branches of the work, then send our

sub-cOTitractors to estimate on each item of damage in their re-

spective lines. We go over their estimates carefully and if we
find any marked difference between our figures and theirs, we
send for them and talk &e matter over to see why the differc^ice
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dunild be. Many a time we go back to the building and go over

it again until we are satisfied which estimate is correct, before we

put it in to the interested Company or Companies. I believe that

all builders doing wcMrk for the Companies i^ould do the same,

for if this is done and the builder should be called upon to make

the repairs, he will do so without hesitation, knowing himself

to be safe.

Builders should be very careful when estimating to be swt
tf»at they are in the right premises, as I know that occasionally

mistakes are made and sometimes the Companies have paid loss

on the wrong building. If there is any question of location, the

builds diould call up the Cbn^Muiy and make sure the location

is correct. Companies could help builders if they would try to get

the correct number of the building instead of description giving

number of feet, as generally the number of feet is guess work.

It recalls to my nund the drcwmstance of a loss on which I

was retained at Baltimore, directly after the large conflagration.

A builder there, who had been doing work for the various Com-

panies in Baltimore for a number of years, gave an estimate on

a building in whtoh a number of Con^anies were interested. As
the figures made it a total loss several of the Companies paid

their proportions of the claim on that basis. Not knowing any-

thing about the circumstance of this case whatsoever, I was called

in one night and asked to take a look Bt the msq> and cube the

building. As I had bran down there several days and was

familiar with the location, cubing at the prices that I knew to be

practically correct, I fpund that the building was. not worth over

60 per cmt of the insurance*

The Company for whom I made the estimate had not paid

its proportion of claim and an examination of the building was

made. The following day I sent for the builder who had made

the figures, tmM^t him to the building, todc meastu'ements,

figured it out and could not find the value to exceed the amount

that I had placed on it while cubing it, but found that this man
bad figured two buildings as one, and made him admit so while

there.

The Companies who had paid their proportions were out

considerable money and I do not believe they have ever recovered

any portion of it; so this illustrates how necessary it is to be

sure you take in only what the Gwipany actually covers.

Some years ago I was sent to a building in Monroe Street

to make an estimate for an Insurance Company. After turning
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in &e estimate I was called up by ttie Company v4io informed me
tiicre was quite a difference and requested I meet the assured at

the premises. I was there as I thought, the insured did not seem

to come, I calied up the Omxpmy, but he had called iq> before I

had. It seemed strange, but I found out tliere was aiiotlier build-

ing with the same number on the same street, and both had a

fire in them. This, as a great many know, was not an uncommon

Ciatter a few years ago. It seemed strange, but I had found the

smaller fire first. But builders are not the only ones who get into

the wrong building for I know an adjuster who found the right

number in a block and thought he was in the right place, and did

not discover his mistake, until he practically had a furniture loss

dosed. After several hours wotk^ on lookit^: at iSx polky, he

discovered it was not his but another Company*s policy. Inquiry

of the lady whom he had taken to be his insured developed the

fact that he was one block too far south. By a coincidence

bouses of the same ntunber on the two streets had been damaged

by fire almost at the same time.

Builders should be careful on an out of town loss when a

building may have been in course of construction, to find out how
far it may have pr<^essed. A peculiar circumstance comes to

my mind w4iere a man insured a building for $3,500 and, after its

destruction by fire, stated that the work -had been completed and

looked for th^ full amount of the insurance. Upon investigation,

soeiething peculiar in the ruins called to my attention the fact

that the building could not have been completed and m going

among the neighbors some distance away from fire, I found that

the building had only been lathed, that the mortar was made up

in the cdlar and 4iad not even been applied. This man when it

was called to his attenti<m admitted this fact. When the amount

of the loss was finally settled it was only about 50 per cent, of

ius claim, and he received all that he was justly entitled to.

If a builder omits any work in making up 4ns estimate be-

lieving the same to belong to ^e tmant, special note should be

made on his estimate so that the Company will know that this

special item has been omitted and the omission will not lead to

my misunderstaiidiiig.

Foundations.

Some policies exclude foundations and sometimes the ques-

turn comes before tte buildar, vAmt do fouiklations end and
building proper begin? I know of no better way of deciding than

the definition omtained in the Building Code of die Oty of New
York—"Foundation walls shall be construed to include all walls

and piers built below the curb level or the nearest tier of beams

to the curbi which serve as supports for walls, pier^ rolmnns or

cyther structural parts of a buihHng or structure.''

Plastsung.

Somethnes I 4iave diff^ed wtUi other builders, but I am a
firm believer that when a ceiling on wood lath is very wet it should

be figured as to be taken down and replaced, because sooner or

later tho'e will be trouble with it, for the lath will swell and

clinch will be broken. On n^al lath there is no danger of it fall^

ing, simply allow to repair. With walls it is different; the water

is generally only on the face of the plaster, has not penetrated

exc^t possibly to a slight extent ; besides all stud partitions have

a plate at top which leaves no opening for water to come throi:^^

If a ceiling is on fireproof block or concrete construction, it

dK>uld be tested and if sound it will dry and remain so and no

uneasiness will be caused. In Public Buildings, School Houses

and places where a large number of people assembly if a ceilii^r

is wet it should come down for the reascm that no chances should

be taken and it is better to have it taken down than possibly have

some one injured, as these ceilings are generally high. No doubt

this wiU raise some question, but I find that when a builder has

to do the wotk for a Company, that builder has to take tibe ceiling

down.

In a recent case where I represented the insured in the

settlement of a loss a very interesting question arose. Fire had

done considerable damage to the posts, girders, beams and fk)or*

ing. On one of the floors over which there were large iron tanks

resting directly on the floor, the occupants who owned the tanks,

had no insurance and stated to owner the tanks were all right and

as soon as building was put back ihey were willing to start pay-

ing the rent. The beams and flooring directly under tanks were

burned and had to be removed and replaced; to do this it was

necessary to break connections to tanks and raise them. This

cost considerable money and had to be figured as part of loss

cn building, and was finally allowed by the interested Companies.

Many interesting questions come up in replacing a building,

as to what disposition should be made of the stock debris. I know
it to be a fact wiienever a builder is called in to rq>lace the
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buildmg he has to nMve tiie stock debris in order to replaoe his

work and eventually has to remove it from the premises. A
builder in estimating loss should include an estimate for removal

of stock debris, keepii^ said item separate for decision as to who
is to pay for it

Builders representing Insurance Companies should be ready

to show the insured's builder the short way to do his work; for

instance, on a recent trip to one of our Southern Cities, tiiere

came up a questbn on plmnbing ; the soil lines throughout build-

ing were of 4-inch galvanized wrought iron pipe with screw

joints. This particular building was very tall and the lines were
damaged and warped on the first floor. Tte {dumber insisted

that he would have to b^n at the top and unscrew taking out

the connections as he came down, and as there were sixteen up-

light lines it meant quite a large expenditure of money. In this

particular city, and also the principal cities of the United States,

the Buildii^ Department would not allow a unim connection

in the pipes, but when I proved to him that I could procure for

him pipe threaded right and left there being space enough to

allow spring to put in pipe, or by using a Tucker connection,

tiie vnxk could be dom witiiout removing lines above first floor,

he very readily agreed with me but stated it would be the first

time to his knowledge that the same would be used in that section

of country.

In rondusion, I believe it to be for the best interests of both
the insured and the Companies, to have their estimates made by
men who, by years of experience in the replacing of building

tosses, have made a careful study of the effect of fire and water

upon ^ various materials.
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